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Readability 

Guidelines on producing clear written materials for a range of students. 

 

Design 

Consider the overall look and layout of text. Easily readable text has: 

 

 Clear margins. This also allows for the easy addition of notes. 

 

 No more than two columns per page as a rule. Pages with a number of 

narrow columns can create readability problems. Readers can read across 

from one column to the next, rather than tracking down then up again. 

Readers with visual tracking problems in particular may experience this.  

 

 Plenty of clear space. ‘White space’ between paragraphs, columns etc.  

 

 A clear, easy to follow layout. It should be possible for a reader to easily 

track the flow of information on the page. Try not to split headings from 

their text across page breaks. Inserting clear page numbers, such as ‘page 

1 of 5’, is also helpful. 

 

 Good line spacing. Too narrow a space between lines can lead to 

tracking problems. Some readers may find they skip lines or parts of lines. 

Too generous a space between lines may lead to a reader finding the text 

disjointed, as they may be unable to detect the link between lines. For 12 

point font styles a line spacing of between 1.5 and 2.0 is recommended.  

 

 Clear font type and size. For text produced on a word processor, Arial is 

a recognised readable font. Comic Sans is also popular, though be aware 

that some readers may find it a little informal.  

 

Arial is a readable font.    Comic Sans is popular too.  
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 Clear font size. It is best to use 12 point as an average. Larger type sizes 

can be used for headings etc. Beware of typing all documents in larger 

type generally, as it may be off-putting to some readers.  

 

 Mixture of upper and lower case letters. Beware of printing material in 

upper case only. It is easier for everyone to decode text when both upper 

and lower case letters are used. This is because we rely on the visual 

shape of the word to assist us with recognition. Words all in upper case 

distort the shape, e.g. BIG, big, BIGGER, bigger, BIGGEST, biggest. Also, 

try to use bold or boxing to highlight text as opposed to Italics where 

possible.  

 

 Relevant use of illustrations. Well-placed and relevant illustrations can 

act as visual markers or clues as to the likely content of neighbouring text. 

They can also visually help to break up dense sections of text.  Try to 

avoid over-printing text on illustrations as this can make it more difficult to 

read. 

 
Structure 

Consider the use of grammar and vocabulary. Easily readable text has: 

 

 Appropriate sentence length. Avoid lengthy sentences with a number of 

clauses which stretch over several lines. Shorter sentences, with only one 

or two clauses are more effective. Use full stops rather than semi-colons 

where possible. Try to make only one key point per sentence.   

 

 Concise paragraphs. Try to keep paragraphs short and to the point. This 

helps avoid problems with visual tracking and with retaining the sense of 

what has been read.  

 

 Appropriate vocabulary. Where it is essential to use technical and 

potentially unfamiliar vocabulary, consider adding a glossary of terms to 

your document.  
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Paper Choice 

In the interests of the environment it may not always be appropriate to provide 

materials in printed format. However, when printing is necessary the following 

should be considered: 

 

 Paper quality. Try to use a quality paper which will not allow bleeding 

of print through from one side to another.  

 

 Paper colour. Try to avoid using dark coloured paper such as blue 

and purple. Some readers find the glare of black print against a white 

background uncomfortable. Matt, off-white or cream paper is a good 

all-round colour to use.   

 

 

 

This information is based upon NIACE’s booklet, ‘Readability: How to 

produce clear written materials for a range of readers’ 2009.  

 

It is envisaged that adopting these techniques when producing written 

materials will assist both disabled and non-disabled students, thereby helping 

to promote the university’s culture of inclusivity. 

 

Marie Sewell 

Disability Adviser, DUSSD 

August 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


